Earthly passion(s): Essays towards an emotional ecology
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The emptiness of hunger […] emptier than all curiosity, cannot be compensated for with the mere hearsay of what it demands.1

Levinas (2004: 72)

To All, which all love, I say no. If any who deciphers best,
What we know not, our selves, can know,
Let him teach me that nothing…

John Donne2

The essays that follow reveal both the pervasiveness and the complexities of affective entanglements with ecology. Amongst other things they chart difficulties in recognising and owning up to even having such feelings, not to mention trying to give an account of them to others. Emotions seem deeply personal, the very core of our inner experience. And yet they arise through our exposure to the world and expose us to that world’s patterning and its vagaries; they trouble as well as affirm our sense of self-identity. Emotions draw us out of our shells or make us withdraw, touch us, affect us, alienate or connect us. Perhaps we might even begin to think of this patterning of exposures, each to each other and to the environing world, as itself constituting a kind of communicative ecology.

There are certainly barriers to thinking in this way. So many aspects of contemporary society serve to relegate emotions to an entirely subjective realm, denying their efficacy and legitimacy in fields of activity that lay claim to a certain objectivity (for example, in the economic or scientific evaluation of environmental policies). Of course, showing one’s emotions may be deemed acceptable in certain restricted circumstances and ways, but again this is precisely where some-one is expected to demonstrate the presence of a real and concerned individual underlying their actions; think of the ‘passionate’, but actually minutely controlled and rehearsed, expressions of the presidential candidate. It often seems that emotions acquire legitimacy only to the extent that they can be induced, managed, controlled and enlisted by the powers that already structure society. While to be emotionally involved is not always deemed a fault, its public expression is only tolerated under well-defined parameters, only when it suits certain dominant interests.

That said, and despite difficulties in expressing feelings that challenge accepted norms, our daily lives are still awash with emotions. And though there may be problems in representing and communicating emotions in the dominant language (see, for example, Irigaray’s critiques of phallogocentrism3) such difficulties are not just a matter of the quantity or specificity of words, nor is it the case that words themselves fail to affect us. Rather, such issues might indicate a limit to language in a different, Levinasian, sense (although it could certainly be theorised in other ways, for example, Lacanian or Irigarayan, or Deluzian). From this perspective such difficulties in expression are themselves caught up with the limits of thinking of passions as (merely) subjective, as things to be identified with and categorized as the sole property of a specific and isolated individual, perhaps especially the kind of isolated individual that is assumed to underlie the world-dominating social, economic and political form taken by our current neoliberal ‘consensus’. This modern individual certifies his (and this is a masculine ideal) autonomy precisely by exerting this (reflexive and rationalistic) sovereignty over the primordial ooze of the passions – by shaping them, giving them direction, putting them to service, directing and supervising them, reigning them in or, when social circumstances allow, letting them rip. Of course, he can attend to his feelings too, but such attention usually instantiates rather than challenges their subjectivity, much as the shepherd’s attention to

---

3 Irigaray, Luce (1985) This Sex Which Is Not One Ithaca: Cornell University Press.
his flock in no way alters where the locus of power over their lives and deaths is presumed to lie.

Now Levinas’s philosophy radically undercuts the numerous ways in which we tend to recuperate the affects others have upon us in ways that allow us to place our subjective consciousness centre-stage. From Levinas’s perspective, to recognise a feeling, like hunger, is already to cognize it, to force it to play a role in the constitution of a supposedly sovereign self-conscious individual. To own up to having a feeling, is already a kind of claim of ownership – the emotion is mine and mine alone. To try and say something about our feelings is, inevitably, to have them concretized in what is said, it is to ‘identify’ them, to place them within an ontology (and an ontology where the subject holds a special place). It is to uncritically accept the primacy of the subject as something always already existing here and there (Da-sein). But, Levinas argues, before and beyond this subjection of sensing to the ego, before self, but in interrupting the for-oneself, is to take the bread out of subject, an ethics that both precedes and can suddenly lay bare our irreducible to my-self. This exposure can, he claims, only be under-

This sounds like an impossible ideal of self-abnegation, but it is really something quite different. It is a challenge to the primacy of the subject as an ontological foundation for life and the rejection of every philosophy (whether ontological, epistemological, or ethical), that begins with a ready-formed and/or a self-possessed subject. For Levinas, human life is, before anything else, an involuntary passion occasioned by the proximity of others, and this passion is a sense of exposure. Levinasian philosophy could not begin with ‘sense data’ already artificially stripped of any emotional complexities so as to make them more amenable to objective philosophical analyses. But nor can it begin with a subjective I, that in the very act of thinking about itself, grounds its own existence. Before and beyond subject and object, is a ‘sensuous affection’ (Lingis in Levinas, 2004: xxxii), which is not to understand affects as isolable things, but in their complicity, their lawless anachronistic involvement and incorporation into the ipsity, the singularized fabric of differently embodied and composed living beings; “life lives off its sensations” (Lingis in Levinas, 2004: xxxii). Of course, we inevitably recuperate something of this exposure into our self-understandings, but beyond and troubling this recuperation are always traces of non-identity, of illeity. This illeity, this being in answering to others, is “a way of concerning me without entering into conjunction with me” (Levinas, 2004: 12).

In a sense then, and despite his explicit humanism, Levinas’s work can speak to the unpredictability of the passions that are potentially (though for him necessarily) ethical in the ways they lay bare our presuppositions, their elemental exposure of the limits of consciousness. It speaks to an absolute challenge to our sense of self, of

---

4 Although interestingly and rather bizarrely, Levinas regards politics as a realm almost entirely composed through competing egos in a very Hobbesian fashion.
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